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Abstract
In this paper, we focus on the far-field end-to-end text-
dependent speaker verification task with a small-scale far-field
text dependent dataset and a large scale close-talking text in-
dependent database for training. First, we show that simulat-
ing far-field text independent data from the existing large-scale
clean database for data augmentation can reduce the mismatch.
Second, using a small far-field text dependent data set to fine-
tune the deep speaker embedding model pre-trained from the
simulated far-field as well as original clean text independent
data can significantly improve the system performance. Third,
in special applications when using the close-talking clean ut-
terances for enrollment and employing the real far-field noisy
utterances for testing, adding reverberant noises on the clean en-
rollment data can further enhance the system performance. We
evaluate our methods on AISHELL ASR0009 and AISHELL
2019B-eval databases and achieve an equal error rate (EER)
of 5.75% for far-field text-dependent speaker verification under
noisy environments.
Index Terms: speaker verification, text-dependent, far-field,
transform learning, data augmentation

1. Introduction
In the past decade, the performance of automatic speaker veri-
fication (ASV) has improved dramatically. The i-vector based
method [1] and the deep neural network (DNN) based methods
[2, 3] have been widely used in telephone channel and close-
talking scenarios.

Recently, smartphones and virtual assistants become very
popular. People use pre-defined words to wake up the system.
To enhance the security level and be able to provide preconized
service, the wake-up words based text-dependent speaker veri-
fication is adapted to determine whether the wake-up speech is
indeed uttered by the claimed speaker [4, 5, 6]. However, in
many Internet of Things (IoT) applications, e.g., smart speak-
ers and smart home devices, text-dependent speaker verifica-
tion under far-field and complex environmental settings are still
challenging due to the effects of room reverberation and various
kinds of noises and distortions.

To reduce the effects of room reverberation and environ-
mental noise, various approaches with single channel micro-
phone or multi-channel microphone array, have been proposed
at different levels of the text independent ASV system. At
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the signal level, linear prediction inverse modulation transfer
function [7] and weighted prediction error (WPE) [8, 9] meth-
ods have been used for dereverberation. DNN based denois-
ing methods for single-channel speech enhancement [10, 11,
12, 13] and beamforming for multi-channel speech enhance-
ment [8, 14, 15] have also been explored for ASV system under
complex environments. At the feature level, sub-band Hilbert
envelopes based features [16, 17, 18], warped minimum vari-
ance distortionless response (MVDR) cepstral coefficients [19],
blind spectral weighting (BSW) based features [17], power-
normalized cepstral coefficients (PNCC) [20] and DNN bottle-
neck features [21] have been applied to ASV system to sup-
press the adverse impacts of reverberation and noise. At the
model level, reverberation matching with multi-condition train-
ing models have also been successfully employed within the
universal background model (UBM) or ivector based front-end
systems [22, 23]. Multi-channel i-vector combination for far-
field speaker recognition is also explored in [24]. In back-end
modeling, multi-condition training of probabilistic linear dis-
criminant analysis (PLDA) models was employed in i-vector
system [25]. The robustness of deep speaker embeddings for
far-field text-independent speech has also been investigated in
[26, 27]. Finally, at the score level, score normalization [22]
and multi-channel score fusion [28] have been applied in far-
field ASV system to improve the robustness.

In this work, we focus on the far-field end-to-end text-
dependent speaker verification task at the model level. Previ-
ous studies [4, 5, 6] on end-to-end deep neural network based
text-dependent speaker verification directly use large-scale text
dependent database to train the systems. However, in real-
world applications, people may want to use customized wake-
up words for speaker verification, and different smart home
devices may have different wake-up words even for products
from the same company. Hence collecting a large-scale far-field
text-dependent speech database for each new or customized
wake-up words may not be possible. This motivates us to ex-
plore the transfer learning concept and use a small far-field
text-dependent speech dataset to fine-tune the existing deep
speaker embedding network trained from large-scale text in-
dependent speech databases, like NIST SRE databases or vox-
celeb [29, 30].

Furthermore, we propose a new research topic on far-field
text-dependent speaker verification, which is to use the close-
talking clean data for enrollment and employ the real far-field
noisy utterances for testing. This scenario corresponds to the
case that only one clean utterance recorded by cell phone is used
to enroll the speaker for the smart home devices. In this work,
we investigate an enrollment data augmentation scheme to re-
duce the mismatch and improve the ASV performance.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section
2 describes the corpora used in this study. Section 3 gives details



Table 1: The details of the training, enrollment and testing data used in this study

Data AISHELL catalogue Type Quality Speakers Utterances Hours

Train-TI-clean ASR0009 text independent clean close-talking 1997 984907 1000
Train-TD-mixed subset of 2019B-eval text dependent clean close-talking + clean & noisy far-field 67 13400 37.22
Enroll-TD-far-field subset of 2019B-eval text dependent clean far-field + noisy far-field 19 760 −
Enroll-TD-clean subset of 2019B-eval text dependent clean close-talking 19 380 −
Test-TD-far-field subset of 2019B-eval text dependent noisy far-field 19 1520 −
Test-TD-clean subset of 2019B-eval text dependent clean close-talking 19 380 −
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Figure 1: The setup of the AISHELL-2019B-EVAL database

of our text-dependent ASV system and the proposed methods.
Experimental results and discussions are presented in Section 4,
while conclusions and future works are provided in Section 5.

2. Corpora
2.1. Text-dependent corpora

The AISHELL-2019B-eval dataset1 is an open source wake-up
words speech database which includes 86 speakers.

A wake-up word of four Chinese characters “ni hao, mi ya”
(“Hello, Mia” in English) is employed in the dataset. The av-
erage duration for each wake-up utterance is around 1 second.
During the recording process, seven recording positions were
set in the real smart home environment and each speaker records
80 utterances, with the first 60 utterances in a quiet environment
and the remaining 20 utterances in the noisy environment. The
recording devices included six 16-channel circular microphone
arrays (mic 1 ∼ 6) and one close-talking microphone (mic 7)
for high-quality clean speech recording. TV and music infer-
ence sources were used to simulate the noisy condition. The
details of the recording environment are shown in figure 1.

We split the 86 speakers in the dataset into subset A and B
with 67 and 19 speakers, respectively. The subset A with 67
speakers is used for training, and subset B with 19 speakers is
used for enrollment and testing.

For the training data with 67 speakers, we selected record-
ings from four channels (channel 0, 4, 8, 12) in each micro-
phone array (mic 1 ∼ 6). Recordings from the high-quality mi-
crophone (mic 7) are also selected for the training data.

The remaining subset B from 19 speakers are used for en-
rollment and testing. Usually, the speech at a distance of more
than 3-5 meters from the microphone is considered as far-field
speech. Therefore, the collected speech of mic 5 and 6 is re-
garded as far-field speech. Since we only focus on the single
channel based far-field recognition in this work, we selected
channel 0 from mic 5 and 6 as our enrollment and testing data.

1https://www.aishelltech.com/aishell 2019B eval

In terms of the enrollment data, we randomly selected 20
out of the first 120 utterances in the quiet environment from the
mic 7 as the clean enrollment data (Enroll-TD-clean). Further-
more, with channel 0 from mic 5 and 6, ten utterances in the
quiet condition and ten utterances in the noisy condition were
randomly selected as the far-field enrollment data (Enroll-TD-
far-field).

Another 20 utterances different from the Enroll-TD-clean
in mic 7 are randomly selected as clean testing data (Test-TD-
clean). The remaining utterances in the noisy condition of chan-
nel 0, 4, 8, 12 in mic 5 and 6 are used as the far-field testing data
(Test-TD-far-field).

2.2. Text-independent corpora

The AISHELL-ASR00092 is a Chinese Mandarin speech recog-
nition dataset. In this study, we use the high-quality micro-
phone channel of the dataset, which contains 1,997 speakers
with 984,907 close-talking utterances and around 1000 hours in
total. The average duration of the utterance is 3.54s.

The details of the training, enrollment, and testing data used
in this study are summarized in Table 1.

3. Methods
In this section, we describe the methods used for text-dependent
speaker recognition. Firstly, front-end speech enhancement and
dereverberation for far-field speech are employed. Then we de-
scribe the deep speaker embedding DNN for text-independent
ASV. Moreover, we investigate the transfer learning strategy to
adapt a text-independent DNN model to a text-dependent DNN
model. Finally, to reduce the mismatch between enrollment and
testing speech, we introduce enrollment data augmentation.

3.1. Front-end signal enhancement for far-field speech

To reduce the mismatch between the far-field testing data and
clean close-talk training data, speech enhancement, and speech
dereverberation are widely used to enhance the speech quality.
We used DNN-based speech enhancement and weighted pre-
diction error (WPE) dereverberation for enrollment and testing
speech.

3.1.1. Speech enhancement

In this paper, DNN-based speech enhancement is used for
speech denoising. Taking the network configuration in [31], the
text-dependent DNN-based speech enhancement (SE) model
is trained to estimate the ideal binary mask (IBM) for noisy
speech. The clean channel (mic 7) and the noisy channel (mic 3
∼ 6) of AISHELL-2019B-eval dataset is used to train the DNN
SE model.

2http://www.aishelltech.com/jcsjnewls



3.1.2. Deverberation

The weighted prediction error (WPE) algorithm is a successful
algorithm to reduce late reverberation [32]. During the enrolling
and testing, we use the single-channel WPE to dereverberate the
sound with a dereverberation filter of 10 coefficients. The WPE
codes are from http://www.kecl.ntt.co.jp/icl/si
gnal/wpe.

3.2. Deep speaker embedding system

3.2.1. Model architecture

Thanks to the fast development in the deep neural network,
the superiority of deep speaker embedding systems have been
shown in text-independent speaker recognition for closed talk-
ing [2, 3] and far-field scenarios [26, 27, 33]. In this paper, we
adopt a deep speaker embedding system which is initially de-
signed for the far-field text-independent speaker verification in
our previous work, and details of the model architecture can be
found in [33].

Our network structure contains three main components:
a front-end pattern extractor, an encoding layer, and a back-
end classifier. We build the front-end pattern extractor on
the well known ResNet-18 architecture [34], which learns
three-dimensional high-level descriptions for the given 64-
dimensional raw Mel-filterbank energies. After the front-end
ResNet, the output is a temporal representation of the input
feature. To get the single utterance-level representation, we
adopt a global average pooling (GAP) layer, which accumulates
mean statistics along with the time-frequency axis. A fully-
connected layer with a classification output layer then processes
the utterance-level representation. Each unit in the output layer
is represented as a target speaker identity. All the components
in the pipeline are jointly learned in an end-to-end manner with
a softmax classifier based cross-entropy loss.

After training, the utterance-level speaker embedding is ex-
tracted after the penultimate layer of the neural network for the
given utterance. Cosine similarity serves as a back-end scoring
method when testing.

3.2.2. Training data augmentation for far-field ASV

Typically, training data augmentation is often used to improve
the robustness of the deep speaker embedding model. In this
study, we augment the training data with reverberation and dif-
ferent kinds of noise to simulate the real-world far-field speech
and reduce the mismatch between the training and testing data.

We use pyroomacoustics [35] to simulate the room acoustic
based on room impulse response (RIR) generator using Image
Source Model (ISM) algorithm. The width and length of the
room size are randomly set to 4 to 12 meters with a height of
3 meters. A single microphone is randomly generated and ran-
domly placed at the center, corner, or middle front of the room.
Then the foreground speech source is positioned at 0.5, 1, 3, 5
or 8 meters from the microphone.

To simulate the noisy environment, we place the interfer-
ence noise source at 0.5, 2, 4 meters from the microphone array
with the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) between 0 to 20 dB. There
are four types of noise: ambient noise, music, television, and
babble noise. Specifically, the ambient and the music noise are
selected from the MUSAN dataset [36]. The television noise
is generated with one music file and one speech file from MU-
SAN. The babble noise is constructed by mixing three speech
files into one, which results in three overlapping voices simul-
taneously with the foreground speech.
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Figure 2: Transfer the text-independent deep speaker embed-
ding model to text-dependent model.

3.3. Mixed training data with transfer learning

Collecting a text-dependent corpus with sufficient speakers for
DNN speaker embedding system training is expensive. How-
ever, a text-dependent deep speaker embedding model trained
with a small number of speakers is not able to learn discrim-
inant speaker information and is very likely to overfit on the
training data with few speakers.

Therefore, we investigate the transfer learning strategy to
adopt a text-independent deep speaker embedding model to
a text-dependent model. With transfer learning, the adapted
text-dependent DNN model takes the advantages of the pre-
trained model with a large number of speakers, without training
the whole network from scratch. Specifically, after the text-
independent deep speaker model is trained, transfer learning
adapts the front-end local pattern extractor, the encoding layer,
and the embedding extraction layer to the text-dependent task.
The fine-tuning steps are as follows:

• Train the text-independent deep speaker model with a
large amount of text-independent data with sufficient
speakers;

• Retain all parameters of the model except for the output
speaker classification layer; Replace the original output
layer with a speaker classifier which classifies the speak-
ers in the target text-dependent training data;

• Train the new model with the text-dependent data until it
converges. The parameters of the front-end ResNet and
the back-end classifier are jointly optimized.

Figure 2 shows the transfer learning process of the text-
dependent deep speaker embedding model.

3.4. Enrollment data augmentation

In far-field speaker recognition, the enrollment speech and
testing speech are usually in different environmental settings,
which leads to the mismatch between enrollment and testing ut-
terance. In this paper, we investigate the scenario corresponds
to the case that only one clean utterance recorded by cell phone
is used to enroll the speaker for all the smart home devices. To
reduce the mismatch, we augment the enrollment speech with
diverse environmental settings. Embedding level average fusion
is adopted to enhance the enrollment template. The augmented
enrollment speeches may cover different environmental settings
of the testing speech.

We use the RIR-generator toolkit to generate far-field
audio. The toolkit is based on image method, which is



Table 2: EER of different speaker embedding systems with three enrollment-testing scenarios. (Ori is the original far-field speech.)

Model Training data Enrollment data Testing data Ori + SE + WPE

Text-independent Train-TI-clean
Enroll-TD-clean Test-TD-clean 3.38% - -
Enroll-TD-clean Test-TD-far-field 24.41% 18.45% 22.40%
Enroll-TD-far-field Test-TD-far-field 22.12% 16.55% 16.17%

Text-independent Train-TI-clean
+ far-field simulation

Enroll-TD-clean Test-TD-clean 3.38% - -
Enroll-TD-clean Test-TD-far-field 15.68% 16.48% 22.80%
Enroll-TD-far-field Test-TD-far-field 10.34% 12.53% 14.42%

Text-independent
Train-TI-clean
+ far-field simulation
+ Train-TD-mixed

Enroll-TD-clean Test-TD-clean 4.39% - -
Enroll-TD-clean Test-TD-far-field 14.33% 11.92% 11.74%
Enroll-TD-far-field Test-TD-far-field 9.17% 11.32% 20.91%

Text-dependent Train-TD-mixed
Enroll-TD-clean Test-TD-clean 3.35% - -
Enroll-TD-clean Test-TD-far-field 16.33% 14.16% 26.21%
Enroll-TD-far-field Test-TD-far-field 12.86% 11.89% 14.58%

Text-dependent
Fine-tuned

Train-TI-clean
+ far-field simulation
+ Train-TD-mixed

Enroll-TD-clean Test-TD-clean 4.25% - -
Enroll-TD-clean Test-TD-far-field 7.86% 9.97% 15.01%
Enroll-TD-far-field Test-TD-far-field 5.79% 6.66% 6.67%

one of the most commonly used methods in generating syn-
thetic room impulse response [37]. The codes are from
https://github.com/ehabets/RIR-Generator.

4. Experiments
4.1. Baseline system and fine-tuned model

We train four deep speaker embedding systems with different
training data and one with fine-tune training strategy. Table 2
shows the details of our experimental setup and results.

Several observations from the results are discussed in the
following. Firstly, the speech enhancement and dereverbera-
tion algorithms can improve system performance when mis-
matches occur at training data, enrollment data, and testing
data. But when using far-field speech for training and test-
ing, the speech enhancement and dereverberation degrade the
system performance, partly due to the mismatch between the
training data (far-field speech) and the enhanced speech data.
Secondly, simulating far-field text independent data from the
existing large-scale clean database for data augmentation can
increase the robustness of the deep speaker embedding model
and improve the system performance. The system trained
with text-independent data (clean + simulated data) outperforms
the model trained within-domain text-dependent far-field data.
Finally, the fine-tuned model achieves the best performance
among all the systems. Comparing to the text-independent
model directly trained with the same mixed training data, the
fine-tuned model achieves 36.9% relative improvement in terms
of equal error rate (EER) at far-field enrollment far-field test-
ing. Comparing to the text-dependent model trained with text-
dependent data, our fine-tuned model obtains 55.0% relative im-
provement in terms of EER.

4.2. Enrollment data augmentation

From table 2, the clean enrollment far-field testing scenarios
always have a worse performance comparing to the far-field
enrollment far-field testing scenarios, even when speech en-
hancement and dereverberation are applied. The main reason is
the mismatch between the enrollment utterance and the testing
utterance. We thus investigate enrollment data augmentation

Table 3: EER of enrollment data augmentation

Enrollment condition EER

Clean utterance 7.86%
Real far-field utterance 5.79%

Clean utterance + 1 simulated far-field utterance 6.83%
Clean utterance + 5 simulated far-field utterances 6.66%
Clean utterance + 10 simulated far-field utterances 6.64%
Clean utterance + 20 simulated far-field utterances 6.60%

to compensate the mismatch between the enrollment utterance
and the testing utterance. Using the RIR-Generator toolkit, we
simulate far-field speech with different settings of t60 (time re-
quired to reduce the sound pressure level by 60dB is the rever-
beration time after the sound source stops sounding) and source-
microphone distance. We augment the original enrollment ut-
terance with different numbers of simulated far-field utterances.
The simulated far-field enrollment utterances with the original
enrollment utterance are averaged at embedding level. The ex-
perimental results on the fine-tuned text-dependent model are
shown in table 3. The results show that the enrollment data aug-
mentation can reduce the gap between the far-field enrollment
far-field testing and the clean enrollment far-field testing.

5. Conclusions
In this paper, we focus on far-field end-to-end text-dependent
speaker verification. Firstly, we employ the transfer learning
concept and use a small far-field text-dependent speech dataset
to fine-tune the existing deep speaker embedding network
trained from large-scale text in-dependent speech database.
Also, in special applications when using the close-talking clean
utterances for enrollment and employing the real far-field noisy
utterances for testing, we augment the enrollment speech with
simulated noisy far-field speech to reduce the mismatch be-
tween the enrollment and testing utterance. Further work in-
cludes extending the signal-channel far-field ASV to multi-
channel microphone array far-field ASV.
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